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Abstract — NASA’s Morpheus Project has developed and
tested a prototype planetary lander capable of vertical takeoff
and landing, that is designed to serve as a testbed for advanced
spacecraft technologies. The lander vehicle, propelled by a
LOX/Methane engine and sized to carry a 500kg payload to the
lunar surface, provides a platform for bringing technologies
from the laboratory into an integrated flight system at
relatively low cost.

There are two key technologies that Morpheus is designed
to integrate and demonstrate. The first is a liquid oxygen
(LOX) / liquid methane propulsion system. The Morpheus
LOX/methane propulsion system can provide a specific
impulse during space flight of up to 321 seconds; it is cleanburning, non-toxic, and cryogenic, but space-storable.
Additionally, for future space missions the methane could
be produced in situ on Mars, and the oxygen is compatible
on-board with life support systems and power generation.
These attributes make LOX/methane an attractive
propulsion technology for a lander of this scale.

Morpheus onboard software is autonomous from ignition all
the way through landing, and is designed to be capable of
executing a variety of flight trajectories, with onboard fault
checks and automatic contingency responses. The Morpheus
1.5A vehicle performed 26 integrated vehicle test flights
including hot-fire tests, tethered tests, and two attempted freeflights between April 2011 and August 2012. The final flight of
Morpheus 1.5A resulted in a loss of the vehicle. In September
2012, development began on the Morpheus 1.5B vehicle, which
subsequently followed a similar test campaign culminating in
free-flights at a simulated planetary landscape built at
Kennedy Space Center’s Shuttle Landing Facility.

The second technology is autonomous landing and hazard
avoidance. When landing autonomously on any planetary or
other surface, the vehicle must be able to determine a safe
landing site that is free of large boulders, rocks, craters, or
highly sloping surfaces. Morpheus is designed to carry
sensors and software supporting tests that will demonstrate
an integrated vehicle capability to perform these tasks.

This paper describes the integrated test campaign, including
successes and setbacks, and how the system design for
handling faults and failures evolved over the course of the
project.

ALHAT, the primary Morpheus payload, provides the
second key technology: autonomous landing and hazard
avoidance. When landing autonomously on any planetary or
other surface, the vehicle must be able to identify a safe
landing site that is free of large boulders, rocks, craters, or
highly sloping surfaces. Morpheus is designed to carry
ALHAT sensors and software supporting tests that will
demonstrate an integrated vehicle capability to perform
these tasks.
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Morpheus design and development began in June 2010,
primarily by an in-house team at NASA’s Johnson Space
Center. Morpheus is a “quad” lander design with four tanks
and a single gimbaled engine and LOx/LCH4 Roll control
thrusters.
The Morpheus project also includes the
development the operations center and all ground systems
and ground support equipment for testing on-site at both
Johnson Space Center and Kennedy Space Center (KSC).
Following successful free-flight the Pixel Lander,
Morpheus’ prototype, the NASA team completed the
construction and testing of the 1.0 and 1.5A versions of the
Morpheus vehicle (REF XX). Unfortunately, the 1.5A
vehicle was lost during early free-flight testing in August
2012.

1. INTRODUCTION
Morpheus Project provides an integrated vertical test bed
(VTB) platform for advancing multiple subsystem
technologies. While technologies offer promise, capabilities
offer potential solutions for future human exploration
beyond LEO. Morpheus provides a bridge for evolving
these technologies into capable systems that can be
demonstrated and tested. This paper describes the vehicle
test campaign conducted on the Morpheus 1.5 ‘Bravo’
vehicle.

The loss of Morpheus 1.5 ‘Alpha’ resulted in a rebuild effort
to return to testing. Over 70 upgrades were approved for
incorporation into the ‘Bravo’ vehicle, as well as GSE,
operations and test facilities. Rebuild efforts began in
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and Control (GN&C) performance. A subset of the tether
tests also include ALHAT sensors to demonstrate the
integrated performance of the Morpheus/ALHAT system.
The culmination of the testing at JSC is a tethered Ground
Take-off And Landing (GTAL) test used to confirm launch
and landing dynamics. Following this series of tests the
team and vehicle depart for Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
for Free-Flight testing.

earnest in October 2012 with the first integrated hot fire test
completed six months later.
The knowledge gained in testing the ‘Alpha’ vehicle
significantly improved the performance characterization of
the ‘Bravo’ vehicle once its testing began. However, there
were a number of sticking points that needed attention. For
one, ‘Bravo’ is a 200lb heavier vehicle and its engine
produces 800lb more thrust than its predecessor. The change
in mass properties, combined with some plumbing changes,
led to an unacceptable susceptibility to propellant
imbalances that caused a number of soft aborts during early
tether testing. The abort box is a very stringent 4m for tether
testing, to prevent tether interaction and ensure crane
protection. Tuning of guidance and control parameters
eventually overcame the problem, allowing tether testing to
proceed unhindered.

These tests are similar to the integrated test conducted with
the 1.0 and 1.5A versions of the Morpheus vehicle. This
section summarizes these tests with a focus on the key
differences and improvements for the 1.5B vehicle.

Hot-Fire Testing
During hot-fire testing the vehicle is completely restrained
from movement and the primary focus is to test the
LOX/methane propulsion system. In this configuration a
crane is used to suspend the vehicle above the ground to
provide clearance for the vehicle exhaust plume. The
vehicle is also constrained from below using straps
anchored to the ground that prevent vertical and lateral
vehicle motion.

Improvements for ‘Bravo’ vehicle operations also included
significantly enhanced flight simulation capabilities.
Reliable simulation tools afforded the project the
opportunity to predict vehicle performance under more risky
tether flight profiles. Planned testing progressed from
simple vertical hovers (all that was accomplished with 1.5A
in 2012) to multi-level vertical motion with lateral
translations of up to 3m. This expanded capability enabled
the testing of all different versions of gain scheduling
through all phases of flight, which allowed the project to
‘test like you fly’ in preparation for future free flights at
KSC.

Figure 1 shows the vehicle during test in the hot-fire
configuration. This figure represents the final configuration
during test firing. For initial power-up, checkout, and
propellant loading the vehicle remains on the ground. The
final lift is completed just prior to helium pressurization and
test firing. The vehicle is suspended approximately 20’
above a concrete pad by a crane outfitted with shielding to
prevent damage from flames or debris during the test firing.
Additional restraints are attached below the vehicle
consisting of chains, metal turnbuckles, and U-rings
anchored to the concrete (a design improvement over the
nylon straps with insulation used in 1.5A testing). The lower
straps are tensioned using the metal turnbuckles that are
then anchored into the concrete pad.

Integration with the ALHAT instruments was repeated with
the ‘Bravo’ vehicle during tether testing. Integrated
performance was significantly improved from 2012, with
nearly all discrepancies resolved and demonstrated HDS
pointing accuracy within 0.15 degrees. Additionally, the
project collaborated with the Mars 2020 Program from the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory by incorporating a plume
impingement study using Mars soil simulant during a
tethered test.
The final phase of 1.5B testing will be conducted at
Kennedy Space Center (KSC), which will be vehicle freeflight over an increasingly difficult set of trajectories. The
culmination of this testing will be closed-loop use of the
ALHAT Hazard Detection System to identify and guide the
vehicle safely to landing within a simulated planetary
terrain.

The objectives for hot-fire tests include demonstration of the
igniter, engine ignition, performance at varied throttle
settings and burn duration tests. The Morpheus project test
approach limits testing on a dedicated engine test stand and
emphasizes a quick transition to integrated vehicle tests.
Testing on the vehicle promotes optimization of engine
performance for the actual vehicle propulsion feed system
instead of the test stand system. It also allows gimbal
sweeps to evaluate the integrated performance of the
actuators under load. The majority of engine
characterization is conducted on the vehicle, essentially
making the hot-fire configuration the primary engine test
stand for the Morpheus Project.

2. DESCRIPTION OF JSC TEST TYPES
Morpheus testing includes three major types of integrated
tests: hot-fire, tether, and free-flight. Each of these tests has
increasing scope and demonstrates additional vehicle
capabilities. Hot-Fire testing focuses on the engine igniter,
main engine, and Reaction Control System performance
using a constrained test configuration. Once engine-testing
reaches a certain point, Tether tests are conducted to
evaluate the integrated engine and Guidance, Navigation,

Some additional upgrades for the 1.5B testing were access
to Developmental Flight Instrumentation (DFI) and Helium
2

ppressurization during
d
testing. The DFI dataa provided insig
ght
innto the enginee stability (via dynamic presssure transducerrs),
w
which allowed
d the team to assess
a
if start conditions weere
innstability-free without having
g to stand dow
wn during the teest.
T
This DFI was accessed by running a theermally-insulatted
E
Ethernet line directly to the vehicle flight compu
uter
((Avionics and Power Unit, APU).
A
A Heliu
um line was allso
rrun to the vehicle in this flight configurattion allowing rer
ppressurization and finer co
ontrol of the engine startiing
ppressures. Bo
oth of these changes weree critical to the
t
eefficiency of 1.5B
1
testing Hot-Fire
H
testing
g since each test
dday included numerous
n
engin
ne ignitions to
o characterize the
t
pperformance differences betw
ween the test--stand at Stenn
nis
S
Space Center an
nd the Morpheeus vehicle.

Figure 2 – M
Morpheus 1.5B
B Flame Trencch

Tether Testing
For tetther tests the vvehicle is suspended from a crane as
shown in Figure 3 too enable testinng of the proppulsion and
integratted GN&C wiithout the risk of a vehicle deeparture or
crash. The goal of these tests is to demonstraate vertical
translattion, horizonttal translationn, and vehiccle hover.
Duringg the 1.5B testinng the size andd complexity of the tether
profiless was expan
anded beyondd the simplee vertical
translattions and hovvers completedd in the 1.0 and 1.5A
testing.. Upon successsful completionn of the tether test profile
the vehhicle descends aand “lands” at the end of the tether.

Tether testing proviides the first opportunity tto perform
integratted testing of tthe Morpheus vehicle with cclosed-loop
GN&C
C. The primarry objective of tether testing is to
demonsstrate 6 deggree-of-freedom
m (DOF) G
GN&C for
translattion, hover, aand simulated landing operaations. An
additionnal objectivee is to undderstand the integrated
perform
mance of avioonics, propulsiion, and GN&
&C. Tether
testing allows rappid refinemennt of this integrated
perform
mance without risk of a vehiccle crash.

Figure 1 – Morpheuss 1.5B in Hot-F
Fire Test
Config
guration

A second, Grou
und Hot-Fire, configuration was also used to
test the enginee performance and well as the thermal and
a
vvibroacoustic environments
e
at
a liftoff. This was particularrly
im
mportant for the
t 1.5B testin
ng to evaluatee the new flam
me
trrench, which was added to
o divert vibro
oacoustic enerrgy
aaway from thee vehicle duriing liftoff. In
I this case, the
t
vvehicle remains static on the ground, chain
ned to the laun
nch
ppad and the engine
e
only run
r
up to a few seconds at
m
maximum thrusst to envelope any environm
ments expected on
aan actual launch attempt. With
W
the additiion of the flam
me
trrench the worsst-case vibratio
on might not be at ground lev
vel
sso an additionaal low-altitude test (1 meter height)
h
conductted
too characterize the vibration environment.
e

Due to the potential ddynamic loadss during tethereed flight, a
substanntially larger 1120-ton crane is used for tthis testing
(Figuree 3). An energgy absorber is also used to reduce the
loads oon both the ccrane and Morrpheus vehiclee and help
preventt damage to eitther asset. The energy absorbber consists
of a m
metal tub filled with sectionns of aluminuum with a
honeyccomb
cross--section (an
upgrade
for the
environnmentally senssitive cardboarrd material useed in 1.5A
testing)). The aluminnum sections dissipate dynaamic loads
when ccrushed and hhave specificaally designed cutouts to
providee the desired lload attenuatioon characteristtics. Below
the eneergy absorber iis a length of ttether sufficienntly long to
allow aapproximately 3 meters of vertical transllation with
marginn for overshoott and altitude uuncertainty. Thhis tether is
when slack
outfitteed with a bunggee cord to bunnch the tether w
3

aand prevent it from draping and snagging
g on the vehiccle.
S
Suspending the vehicle 15’ above the pad
p prevents the
t
vvehicle impactting the grou
und if a con
ntingency engiine
sshutdown is req
quired. Finally
y, when the veh
hicle is lifted in
nto
pplace before teesting it is heeld in place by a light-weig
ght
nnylon hold-dow
wn cord to preevent motion prior
p
to ignitio
on.
T
The rocket pllume quickly melts the hold-down
h
cord,
aallowing the veehicle to translaate.

providee a level pllatform for ppropellant loaading and
balanciing as an interrface with loadd cells on the Morpheus
vehiclee to provide livve weight andd Center of Graavity (CG)
informaation. This soolves two Morrpheus 1.5A chhallenges –
levelingg the vehicle to maintain a zero CG for the fueled
vehiclee and precise C
CG location prioor to liftoff.

Similarr to the tetherr test configuration a 120-toon crane is
used too accommodatte the vehicle loads in the eevent of an
abort. However, in thhis test configuuration the vehhicle is not
preventted from imppacting the gground to acccommodate
landingg, as intendedd, on the grouund at an adjacent pad.
Other ddifferences aree the additionn of two 20’ ssections of
riggingg offloaded durring the flight via a weight and pulley
assembbly (pictured inn Figure 4). This setup is similar to
what w
was testing in the final 3 ttether tests, w
which were
intendeed to prepare foor GTAL.

F
Figure 3 – Mo
orpheus 1.5B in
i Tether Testt Configuratio
on

A
An additional tether test con
nfiguration waas added for the
t
11.5B JSC test campaign that allowed for us
u to 5 meters of
vvertical translattion and to tesst out the riggin
ng setup plann
ned
ffor the Grou
und Take-off And Landing (GTAL) test
cconfiguration explained
e
in th
he following seection. Speciffics
oof the tether tesst profiles, objeectives and ressults are includ
ded
inn Section 4, JS
SC Test Campaaign Summary..

G
Ground Take-of
off And Landing
g (GTAL) Testiing
T
The GTAL teest, while stilll constrained via tether, was
w
ddesigned to bu
uy down risk by
b demonstratiing liftoff overr a
fflame trench fo
ollowed by a nominal translattion, descent and
a
laanding back on
n the ground. The
T tether only
y provided ran
nge
ssafety and help
ped to minimizze potential fo
or any damagee if
thhere is a prob
blem during th
he test. This was
w the last test
pplanned at JSC
C before the vehicle
v
is moved to Kenneedy
S
Space Center (KSC) for teesting at the Shuttle Landiing
F
Facility (SLF).

Figu
ure 4 – Groun
nd Take-off A
And Landing (G
GTAL)
T
Test Configuraation
When ccomplete, the G
GTAL test, deemonstrated the complete
integratted Morpheus vehicle througghout launch, flight, and
landingg. This flight was essentiallly a free-flighht test with
the addded complexityy of the riggingg and the resullting forces
imparteed on the vehiicle. Successfful demonstrattion of this
test coompleted thee testing at JSC and rrepresented
compleetion of all of the necessaryy subsystem annd vehiclelevel teesting necessary
ry to conduct frree-flights at K
KSC.

F
Figure 4 show
ws the vehiclee and crane configuration
c
for
f
G
GTAL. One of
o the key objeectives of this test is to test the
t
laaunch environ
nment of the vehicle inclu
uding the flam
me
trrench (shown in Figure 2) an
nd the launch stands (shown in
thhe inset of Fiigure 4). Prio
or to liftoff th
he launch stan
nds

3. DESCRIPT
TION OF KSC TEST TYP
PES
C testing is vvehicle “free-fflights” of
The foocus of KSC
increassingly challennging flight pprofiles.
Thhe primary
4

reasons for conducting free-flights at KSC are a much larger
and non-residential test area and the construction of a 100
meter by 100 meter “hazard field” at the north end of the
Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF), pictured in Figure XX.

Campaign 2 HDP flight capability with ALHAT
Tpad with flame trench…

A variety of free-flight trajectories will be flown to
incrementally build up to the “Hazard Detection Phase”
(HDP) trajectory needed for ALHAT landing detection
scanning. Following the demonstration of this trajectory the
full suite of ALHAT sensors will be integrated with the
Morpheus vehicle. During KSC testing the Morpheus
system is without the safeguards provided by the tether. The
vehicle safeguards still include automatic aborts on-board
aborts, remotely commanded aborts, as well as a redundant
and independent flight termination system using spotters to
visually determine trajectory deviations. Since the

4. JSC TEST CAMPAIGN SUMMARY
Between April and November 2013, the Morpheus team
completed 5 hot-fire tests, 12 tether tests, and the GTAL
test. The following sections summarize the JSC testing
campaign including objectives, issues, modifications and
results.
The testing conducted at Johnson Space Center (JSC),
despite being familiar from 1.0 and 1.5A testing, was
critical to verifying the integrated vehicle including the
large number of design upgrades. The tests described below
occurred after an extensive period of vehicle construction,
and subsystem testing although the integrated verifications
were primarily completed during the test campaign outlined
here. In addition to the vehicle test types mentioned above
and summarized below there were several key test efforts
between September 2012 and March 2013, including Manin
Engine test firings at Stennis Space Center (SSC),
Helicopter testing of the integrated Morpheus and ALHAT
system, and a Cryogenic Load test to expose the system to
cryo and qualify the landing gear for flight. The first engine
test firing was conducted on April 23rd following
completion of the vehicle buildup and initial testing.

Figure 4 – Morpheus Test Area at the
Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF)

Hot-Fire 7 (HF7) and Hot-Fire 8(HF8)
These two tests were both conducted in the “Hot-Fire”
configuration show in Figure 1 and were intended to test
Main Engine ignition. Since the 1.5B vehicle also includes
LOX/LNG RCS thrusters the tests had the added complexity
of conditioning the system for ignition of both the ME and
Methane RCS simultaneously. Similar to previous HF tests
the tests were executed via an open-loop command scripts.

Broken into 4 test campaigns, C0 provides initial capability,
C1 envelope expansion, C2, HDP profile, C1, open-loop
and closed-loop HDP testing

Campaign 0, Initial Free-Flight Capability

During HF7 three ignition tests were successfully executed
as well as separate tests of the Methane RCS system. The
durations were purposely limited to 200 ms, 600 ms, and
600 ms respectively to limit the likelihood of engine
instabilities causing issues.

The first Morpheus Free-Flight test is a “micro-slant” from
the new portable launch pad with flame trench…

Campaign 1, Free-Flight Envelope Expansion

Integration with the ALHAT instruments was repeated with
the ‘Bravo’ vehicle during tether testing. Integrated
performance was significantly improved from 2012, with
nearly all discrepancies resolved and demonstrated HDS
pointing accuracy within 0.15 degrees. Additionally, the
project collaborated with the Mars 2020 Program from the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory by incorporating a plume

Tpad with flame trench…

Campaign 2 HDP flight capability
Tpad with flame trench…
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successsfully with an 8-second enggine burn term
minated by
the landding software ““touchdown” iindication.

im
mpingement study
s
using Mars
M
soil sim
mulant during a
tethered test. A photo taken shortly after ign
nition is includ
ded
aas Figure 9.

A nom
minal tether testt with a 20-seccond hover duuration was
plannedd to follow the initial ruun. However, due to a
proceduural oversight only one of tthe two batteriies used to
Morpheus durring flight was powered on. T
power M
The battery
voltagee of the activee battery quickkly dropped too zero just
before kicking off thhe nominal tethher run. This resulted in
total looss of vehicle ppower and teleemetry and endded testing
for the day. Fortunattely, the vehiclle has an auxilliary set of
indepenndently
enabling
poowered
vennt
valves
depresssurization of thhe vehicle withhout primary poower.

Tether Test 2 (TT2)
The teaam attempted tthe nominal teether test againn two days
later onn April 27th. Sinnce the power issue experiennced during
TT1 w
was a procedurral oversight, nno vehicle moodifications
were nnecessary prioor to this testt. However, llast-minute
modificcations that weere made to the vehicle riggiing and the
bungeee (which is useed to prevent thhe tether from draping on
the vehhicle) proved too be an issue.
Immeddiately upon eengine ignitioon, an H-briddge circuit
controllling the throttlle valve failed causing the thrrottle valve
to remaain fully openn (100% throtttle). The vehiccle rapidly
ascendeed and an asym
mmetric bungee arrangemennt caused a
pitchingg moment. Whhen the ignitionn sequence waas complete
and coontrol was hannded over to GN&C the veehicle was
alreadyy in a presumaably unrecoverrable trajectoryy. To make
matterss worse, the GN&C systtem also conntained an
incorreect coordinate frame due too an incompleete vendor
specificcation of the Innertial Measurrement Unit ressulting in a
90-degrree clocking errror. As a resullt, the GN&C aattempts to
stabilizze the vehicle m
motion were inncorrect and futtile. Figure
4 show
ws a snapshot off the vehicle m
motion during T
TT2.

M
Hott-Fire 9 (HF9)) Test Firings
Figure 5 – Morpheus
a) Groun
nd Hot-Fire

b) Low-Altittude Hot-Fire

H
Hot-Fire Test Summary
S
T
The Morpheus team completted the entire series of hot-ffire
tests in 8 day
ys and succeessfully demon
nstrated all test
oobjectives exceept for handoveer to GN&C. There
T
were issu
ues
iddentified in GSE
G
(helium regulator), pro
opulsion (engiine
pplumbing issuee that preven
nted the igniteer from lightiing
dduring HF0), and softwarre (engine sccripts failed to
sshutdown properly). All issuees were quickly
y resolved by the
t
team and tested
d in subsequen
nt tests. The teaam demonstratted
aadequate flexib
bility to work
k around thesse problems and
a
ccomplete the tests. Overalll, these very successful teests
pprovided the team with valuable veh
hicle operatio
ons
eexperience and
d confidence to
t proceed witth tether testin
ng.
T
Tether tests im
mmediately fo
ollowed the Hot-Fire
H
tests. A
sseries of five tests
t
was cond
ducted between
n April 25th and
a
st
JJune 1 , 2011,, with the prim
mary objectivee to demonstraate
sstable 6-DOF GN&C. The schedule
s
of th
he first four teests
w
was driven by a demonstratiion flight plan
nned for the JS
SC
IInnovation Daay event on May 4th. Thee pace of teaam
aactivities quick
kened and teest plans weree reworked and
a
ffinalized up to and on the testt day.

T
Tether Test 21 (TT21)
S
Since tether tests focused on
n GN&C, the initial portion of
T
TT1 was dediccated to testin
ng the GN&C handover log
gic.
T
The initial run testing the GN
N&C handoveer was perform
med
w
with a thrust-tto-weight ratio
o (T/W) of less than one to
pprevent vehicle translation
n. This run was completted
6

Despitee the dramatic and uncontrollled motion seeen in TT2,
this teest resulted iin identificatiion of the kkey issues
mentionned above withhout any vehiccle or property damage.
Tether Test 3 (TT3)
All issuues encountereed in TT2 weree addressed annd resolved
prior too the next tetheer test conducteed on May 3rd, 2011. The
team hhad recovered from TT2 annd was preparred to test
again inn less than a w
week.
The obbjectives for T
TT3 were idenntical to TT2 except the
plannedd hover duraation was inccreased from 20 to 30
second s. This test waas much more successful thaan TT2, as
the vvehicle demoonstrated verrtical translaation and
transitiooned to stablle, hovering fflight, albeit w
with some
verticall oscillations ddue to GN&C scheduler lag in throttle
commaands. Figure 5 shows the vehhicle hoveringg above the
landingg pad during TT
T3.

Figure 6 – Morpheus Tether Test 26
2 (TT26)

T
This uncontro
olled motion continued despite
d
on-boaard
ssoftware and ground
g
comm
mands for soft and hard abort
eengine shutdo
own. These primary
p
meth
hods for engiine
sshutdown all reely on the thro
ottle valve, wh
hich had failed to
ffull open. Afteer 13 seconds of erratic fligh
ht the thrust was
w
ffinally terminated when the
t
wired FT
TS system was
w
m
manually activ
vated. Since th
he vehicle wass tethered to the
t
ccrane, no vehiccle damage resu
ulted from this test.
A
Although unsucccessful, this teest identified a few key vehiccle
issues. The initial failure of the throttle valve was laater
aattributed to the addition of
o diodes inten
nded to preveent
ccurrent flow baack into the fllight batteries that were not in
thhe heritage Pixel electro
onics design. These diod
des
pprevented the batteries
b
from acting
a
as capaccitors to dissipaate
ccurrent build--up within th
he electronicss. Without the
t
ccapacitance efffect of the batteries,
b
the current build--up
ddamaged the th
hrottle valve H-bridge.
H
Follow
wing this test the
t
ddiodes were reemoved and a capacitor waas added to heelp
pprevent future issues
i
with currrent build-up.
T
The asymmetric bungee confiiguration that contributed
c
to the
t
ddynamic vehiclle motion was remedied for the
t next test. The
T
bbungee was installed
i
to prevent
p
a slaack tether fro
om
bbecoming snag
gged or damag
ging hardwaree on the vehiccle.
P
Pre-test haste had
h led to insu
ufficient attentiion being paid to
thhe bungee con
nfiguration and
d the torque itt would apply to
thhe vehicle.

Figure 7 –Tetther Test 30, 331, and 32 Proofile

Despitee the vertical oscillation, tthe test was pproceeding
toward s its full hoveer duration unttil a load cell data cable
snaggedd on the topp of the vehiicle, causing a pitching
momennt that resultedd in a attitude rate limit vioolation that
triggereed the on-boarrd soft abort loogic. The vehiicle slowly
descendded until the landing indication resulted in engine
shutdow
wn after a totaal run time of 220 seconds insstead of the
intendeed 30 seconds.

F
Finally, the fram
me error in thee SIGI IMU ussed by Morpheeus
ccould have been caught in oth
her integrated testing,
t
such as a
ggimbal polarity
y test. Howev
ver, the issue did
d not maniffest
ittself in static tests such as
a gyroscopic compassing for
f
hheading initialiization. This is an example of the streamlin
ned
test approach not
n catching an error until inteegrated testing..
7

capabillity necessary to perform free-flight testing. The
primaryy remaining ttechnical challlenges were tto improve
closed--loop GN&C
C performancce, characteriize liftoff
conditioons, and veriffy the secondary channel oof the FTS
system,, all of whichh were addresssed by the nexxt series of
tests.

66. CONCLUSIIONS
The M
Morpheus projeect has providded an opportuunity for a
mostly civil servant team to connduct end-to-ennd vehicle
flight ooperations in a terrestrial vvertical test beed, and to
further advance inteegrated technoologies that w
will benefit
human spaceflight. E
Each flight teest opportunityy provided
valuablle insights, evven when the primary test objectives
were nnot met and proovided the teaam with valuabble data on
how thhe integrated ssystem perform
ms. These lesssons were
then foolded into the following testts resulting inn numerous
initiallyy unanticipatedd design improovements.
Tether Test 2, for exaample, had muultiple failures that led to
an unp lanned swingiing trajectory oon the end of the tether.
The teaam would likelly never have pplanned a test with those
test coonditions, yet the “test faiilure” provideed a good
trainingg opportunity ffor the team too execute an aabort under
safe coonditions for booth personnel aand the vehiclee. After the
test, thhe throttle vvalve driver electronics deesign was
revieweed and improvved significanttly, allowing tthe closing
of prevvious discrepaancies that hadd been unresoolved. The
GN&C
C subsystem teaam was able to review naviggation data
for dynnamic conditioons that would not have otherwise been
obtaineed, and discovvered a frame ttransformationn error that
was noot observable during staticc testing. Lesssons were
learnedd, problems weere fixed, andd the team turnned around
the vehhicle for anotheer test less thaan one week laater. This is
in part due to a projeect culture thatt recognizes thhe value of
testing,, failing, and reecovering quicckly to move foorward and
test agaain.

Figure 8 – Ground
G
Take-off And Land
ding (GTAL)
Profile

D
Despite the veertical oscillattion, the test was proceediing
toowards its full hover duratio
on until a load
d cell data cab
ble
ssnagged on the top of
E
Even with the GN&C sched
duler issue and
d snagged cab
ble,
T
TT3 representeed a significan
nt improvemen
nt over the TT2
rresults. In particular, this tesst gave the teaam confidence to
cconduct a test for the publiic at the JSC Innovation Day
D
eevent the follow
wing day.

The prroject successses have beeen enabled inn part by
purposeefully considerring an approppriate use of rrigor in the
processses and methoodologies execuuted by the teeam during
the ram
mp up to flightt-testing. Becaause of the fasst pace and
small Morpheus teeam size, thhis required innovative
solutionns for team colllaboration andd communicatiion, as well
as a prroject managem
ment culture thhat expected aany process
or “oveerhead” activitty to buy its w
way into the prooject based
on goodd rationale andd benefit.

T
Tether Test 4 (T
TT4)
S
Since this test occurred only
y one day afteer TT3 no majjor
technical impro
ovements werre made. Only
y two minor test
m
modifications were
w
made: thee load cell cab
ble was re-routted
too prevent snag
gging on the veehicle, and the target
t
hover tim
me
w
was increased to 40 secondss in order to use
u this test ass a
loong duration teest firing.
T
This test exhiibited similar throttle behaavior as in TT3
ccausing altitud
de control issu
ues that led to attitude rattes
eexceeding the soft abort liimit, again reesulting in earrly
ddescent to the bottom of the tether. Howev
ver, this time the
t
laanding logic did not triggeer and a grou
und command
ded
sshutdown was issued,
i
terminaating the test ru
un at 29 second
ds.
T
The demonstraation was welll attended and received by the
t
JJSC and local community.
c

Partnerring with com
mmercial partnners such as Armadillo
Aerosppace, which iis a very sm
mall and relattively new
companny on the space scene, providded the NASA
A team with
visibilitty into their approach to project execcution and
systemss engineering, and they in tturn gained more insight
into thhe NASA safeety and projecct managemennt cultures.
Commeercial space companies uuse a wide range of
approacches for theirr projects, as do the differeent NASA
organizzations and prrojects. By connsidering a fulll range of
optionss, the result for Morpheus iss a tailored appproach that
has moore rigor than typically empployed for a “ttechnology

5. KSC TEST CAM
MPAIGN SUM
MMARY
A
After the Inno
ovation Day demonstration
d
on May 4th, the
t
ppriority shifted to refining
g the design
n and verifyiing
8

ddevelopment” project but leess than that used
u
for “hum
man
sspace flight.”

from thhe University oof Wisconsin aand a MS in Aeerospace
Engineeering from Texxas A&M Univversity.
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m
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&DSTP), andd Orion
GN&C
C. She has servved as the sysstems engineerring and
integraation lead for P
Project Morpheeus since 2009.
.

N
NASA’s Morp
pheus Project has developeed and tested
d a
pprototype planetary lander capable
c
of verttical takeoff and
a
laanding, desig
gned to serve as a testbed for advancced
sspacecraft tecchnologies. The
T
Morpheu
us vehicle has
h
pperformed succcessfully a set of
o integrated vehicle test fligh
hts
inncluding hot-ffire and tether tests, which
h will ultimateely
cculminate in a 500
5 m slant ran
nge surface app
proach trajecto
ory
w
with autonomo
ous hazard avo
oidance and prrecision landin
ng.
T
This development and testing
g campaign hass been conductted
oon-site at JSC, with initial tessts occurring leess than one yeear
aafter project sttart. Designed, developed, manufactured
m
and
a
ooperated in-hou
use by engineeers at JSC, with
w a number of
ppartners, the Morpheus
M
Projeect represents an
a unprecedentted
ddeparture from
m recent NASA
A programs and
a projects th
hat
trraditionally require
r
costlieer and longer developmeent
liifecycles and testing
t
at remotte, dedicated teesting facilitiess.
IIn early FY13, Morpheus rebuilt a ‘Bravo’ vehicle after lo
oss
oof the ‘Alpha’ vehicle, and made
m
a numberr of upgrades and
a
im
mprovements to the vehicle and grou
und subsystem
ms,
inncluding integ
gration of th
he Autonomou
us Landing and
a
H
Hazard Avoiidance Techn
nology (ALH
HAT) Projecct’s
hhardware and software com
mponents. Thesse upgrades will
w
pprovide improv
ved performan
nce, expanded capabilities, and
a
bbetter robustneess for an exteended test cam
mpaign that will
w
cculminate in hiigh energy trajeectories that siimulate a landiing
aapproach on a lunar, astero
oid or planetaary surface. The
T
innitial test camp
paign at JSC will
w be followeed by free fligh
hts
aand high energy
y trajectories at
a KSC.
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APPENDIX A:
Test Summary
Test
Name

Date

Hardware/GSE/FSW
changes since last
test

Pass/ Burn Test Results and Notes
Fail Time
Pass

1.4 s

5/1/13

Main Engine
Ignition Tests
Methane RCS
Testing
Ignition Test, Main
Stage, Engine
Gimbaling,
ME+RCS, and RCS‐
only testing

Pass

58
sec

5/16/13

Ground Hot Fire

Fail

0.4 s

Ground Hot Fire

Pass

5s

Hot Fire (1 m above
ground)

Pass

5s

HF7

4/23/13 Initial Morpheus 1.5B
vehicle test firings

HF8

HF9

Test
Name

Description /
Objectives

Date

Hardware/GSE/FSW
changes since last
test

Description /
Objectives

Engine instability
terminated during
startup
Successful startup,
throttle up, and
shutdown (2.6 sec
mainstage)
Successful startup,
throttle up, and
shutdown (2.6 sec
mainstage)

Pass/ Burn Test Results and Notes
Fail Time

TT21

5/24/13 Initial 1.5B vehicle
closed‐loop GNC test

Nominal Test (XX
duration)

Fail

11 s

TT22

6/6/13

Nominal Tether
test (60 s duration)

Pass

60 s

TT23

6/11/13 Backup Inertial
Measurement Unit
(BIMU) set to prime

Backup IMU (SDI‐
500) tether test
Nominal Tether
test (60 s duration)

Pass

25 s

TT24

6/14/13

‐ Switch to Backup
IMU during flight

Fail

12 s

10

‐ 3 main engine ignitions
(200 ms, 600 ms, 600
ms)
Methane RCS testing
‐ Three 1‐sec firings, one
5‐sec firing, one 42‐sec
with RCS firings (actual
firing was 50 seconds
due to commanding
conflict with RCS)
‐ RCS Test following 40
sec burn

Soft abort, Lateral
violation

‐ Soft abort commanded
during loss of telemetry
‐ Test objectives still
accomplished (sufficient
time on BIMU)
Soft abort, Lateral
violation

‐ Switch to Backup
(GHe) RCS during
flight
‐ Nominal Tether
test (60 s duration)

Test
Name

Date

Hardware/GSE/FSW
changes since last
test

Description /
Objectives

Pass

30 s

‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 30
second tether test
‐ BIMU switch completed
during hover, stable
vehicle before/after
switch
‐ Insufficient time to
switch to Backup RCS
during flight

Pass/ Burn Test Results and Notes
Fail Time

TT25

7/11/13 ‐ Initial 1.5B Vehicle
Test with ALHAT
‐ Added adjustable
rigging for leveling

‐ Two‐stage ascent
profile tether flight
‐ ALHAT Hazard
Detection System
(HDS) track target
point
‐ ALHAT HDS
mozaic scan
‐ Switch to Backup
RCS during flight

Fail

11 s

Soft abort, Lateral
violation

TT26

7/23/13 ‐ Modified Guidance &
Control gains
‐ Increased limit on
allowable vehicle tilt
‐ Updated Main Engine
model (v1.4)

Repeat of TT25

Pass

55 s

TT27

7/26/13 Two‐stage ascent
profile changed to
include 1 m lateral
motion (using variable
gain "Qudratic
Descent" guidance)

‐ Two‐stage ascent
with lateral motion
(1 m)
‐ ALHAT Hazard
Detection System
(HDS) track target
point
‐ ALHAT HDS
mozaic scan
‐ Long duration
tether flight (~80
sec), high thrust
due to high
propellant load

Fail

81 s

‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 55
second tether test
‐ Completed both ALHAT
HDS modes
‐ Backup RCS switch
during hover 2, stable
vehicle before/after
switch
‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 81
second tether test
‐ Largest commanded
lateral motion to date (1
m)
‐ Oscillatory motion
during the end of both
"Quad" segments
‐ Motion was damped
when vehicle switched
back to hover segments
‐ Sufficient ALAHT data
was collected ‐ including
some data on higher
dynamics due to
oscillatory motion

11

TT28

TT29

TT30

8/7/13

Two‐stage ascent
profile changed to
include 3 m lateral
motion (GTAL analog)
Note: ALHAT de‐
integrated from
vehicle

‐ Limited guidance
gains during "Quad"
segments by increasing
Tgo Min
‐ Attitude bias filter
from ENU to Body
‐ Moved to VFC2 test
area
8/23/13 ‐ Modified Guidance &
Control gains for
improved stabilty
margin
‐ Improved attitude
rate filtering
‐ Added delta‐V trigger
to landing logic
8/29/13 Two‐stage ascent
profile changed to
include 5 m ascent and
3 m lateral motion
(GTAL analog)

‐ Two‐stage ascent
with lateral motion
(3 m)
‐ Long duration
tether flight (~80
sec), high thrust
due to high
propellant load
‐ Mars soil simulant
test

Pass

77 s

‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 77
second tether test
‐ Largest commanded
lateral motion to date (3
m)
‐Data collection of plume
interaction with Mars
soil simulant

‐ Two‐stage ascent
with lateral motion
(3 m)
‐ Repeat of TT28
with shorter
duration to
simulate GTAL
flight loading and
test duration
GTAL‐like flight
profile with higher
ascent and rate

Pass

50 s

‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 50
second tether test

Pass

64 s

‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 64
second tether test
‐ Highest commanded
ascent (5 m) and ascent
rate (1.2 m/s) to date

‐ Test aborted due to
BIMU data drops (later
attributed to vehicle
grounding issues)
‐ Nominal engine
shutdown after 63
second tether test

‐ Modified rigging for
higher ascent and
appproximation of
GTAL rigging
‐ Minor landing logic
modifications
GTAL
attempt
1
TT31

9/5/13

Ground Take‐off
and Landing

Fail

n/a

9/18/13 ‐ Electrical system
modifications
‐ Tuning of Accel bias
filter
‐ Terminal descent Kr =
0 for lateral
‐ Added GPS fail
detection

Repeat of TT30

Pass

63 s
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9/24/13
GTAL
attempt
2

Ground Take‐off
and Landing

Pass

0.2 s

Hot‐
Fire 10

Main Engine
Ground Ignition
Stability

Pass

0.2 s

9/26/13

13

‐ Flight terminate during
engine startup due to
false burn‐through signal
‐ Engine instability also
observed during startup

